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Introduction and summary

Detailed motivations
and background for the problem area .in question are given, e.g., in the papers named in the list of references. We will naturally take advantage of their concepts and terminology.
We need only mention some peculiarities of our approach.
The question at issue is how to develop a computational interpretation of Linear Logic 18) and how to establish exactly its expressive power, based on the bottom-up approach:' (i) We start with the so-called !-Horn fragment of Linear Logic. Horn sequents belonging to this fragment use only positive literals, two multiplicative connectives: linear implication --o and tensor product 0, and the modal storage operator !.
(ii) Then we expand this natural fragment of Linear Logic step-by-step. Namely, we generalize our Horn concepts by introducing various combinations of additive connectives.
In order to establish exactly the expressive power of the !-Horn fragment and of its natural generalizations, we consider these fragments of Linear Logic from two points of view: the logical one and the computational one.
From the logical point of view, we study generalized Horn sequents, i.e. sequents of the form2
W, r, !A t_Z.
Here r and A are multisets consisting of Horn implications and generalized Horn implications, Wand Z are tensor products of positive literals3
From the computational point of view, a sequent W,r,!AFZ is treated as the task of creating a program for producing Z from W. Each elementary command, or operator, of this program should consist in implementing a certain Horn implication from r or A. For our purposes, we consider programs with the following peculiarities:
(i) Each of these programs is represented by an acyclic directed graph. Some of its vertices are specified as input vertices, some other vertices are specified as output vertices.
(ii) Every edge of the corresponding graph is labelled by a simple linear Horn implication (X--o Y) describing the elementary operation of producing Y from X (the X being consumed in this process).
An ordinary Horn clause (X --t Y) is usually perceived as the assertion:
Given X, Y can be computed.
But this does not say anything about the resources consumed in the computation. So we do not know whether X may or may not be used again in future steps.
In order to control the use of resources, as is required in Linear Logic, we propose to interpret the linear Horn implication (X-0 Y) as a more complicated assertion, namely
Given X, Y can be computed, and X is consumed in the process of this computation. As a result, the old values of X are deleted and the memory occupied by them becomes vacant.4
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 demonstrate that there exists a certain correspondence between the logical viewpoint and the computational one:
A generalized Horn sequent w, r, !d I-2 is derivable in Linear Logic ifund only $ one can find a program P of the kind just described, such that (i) All Horn implications occurring in P are borrowed either from r or from A. (ii) For any path b leading from some input vertex to some output vertex, each formula from r is used on this path b exactly once.
(iii) If we apply program P to input W, we obtain 2:
In particular, such a logical-computational correspondence allows us to reveal computational constructs that underlie the additive connectives of Linear Logic. Namely:
(1) A positive occurrence of 0 indicates branching, or divergence. Accordingly, a @-Horn implication )) is perceived as the following assertion:
The current point is the point of divergence (or branching) of a single process into two parallel processes, l the first step of one new process is represented by the Horn implication (X-O Yi), l the first step of the other new process is represented by the Horn implication (X-0 Y,).
(2) We introduce a new 'and'-like connective @ such that negative occurrences of @ will indicate convergence. So an @-Horn implication
will be perceived as the following dual assertion: The current point is the point of conuergence of two parallel processes into a single process, l the last step of one of the old processes is represented by the Horn implication (X-0 Y,), l the last step of the other old process is represented by the Horn implication (X-0 Y,).
The following example illustrates the use of Linear Logic connectives within our computational paradigm.
Example 1.1. Suppose that we study one of the basic operations on files, the one which prints the minimal element of a file f:
To make such a minimization operation efficient, we can use sorting procedures. Let l g be the result of sorting f into decreasing order, l h be the result of sorting S into increasing order, l m be the minimal element of the file f: We can describe the sorting and extraction procedures we need by the corresponding Horn implications:
l The Horn implication (f-0 g) will represent a sorting procedure which replaces file f by the file g composed of the elements of f in decreasing order.
l The Horn implication (f-0 h) will represent a sorting procedure which replaces file f by the corresponding file h.
l The Horn implication (g-o m) will represent an extraction procedure the output of which is the last element of file g.
l The Horn implication (h-0 m) will represent an extraction procedure the output of which is the first element of file h. Let us set ourselves the task of constructing a program for our minimization operation within the following framework.
(i) We do not know, in advance, what direction of sortjng will be required for file f:
We axiomatize this item by the (!, @)-Horn implication !(f-0 (g 0 h)).
(ii) As for the extraction procedures, we may extract m from g or we may extract m from h.
Extracting m from g can be axiomatized by the !-Horn implication
Extracting m from h can be axiomatized by the !-Horn implication (2) The labelling of the edge (vl, uJ) indicates that at the second step of the left process we have used the extraction procedure (g-o m).
(3) At the edge (v2, v4), we have preferred the other extraction procedure (h-om). 0
We use our complete computational characterization to establish exactly the complexity level of all these initial fragments of Linear Logic in question. !-Horn Case. For !-Horn sequents, their derivability problem is proved to be directly equivalent to the reachability problem for Petri nets, which is known to be decidable c191. A" = (A @ A &I . . . 0 A).
c I v n times
For n = 0, we set that A" is 'empty', namely (A'@B)=B and (B@A')=B. 
The inference rules of Linear Logic
Intending to formalize convergence of two processes, we extend Linear Logic by introducing the new 'a&-like connective @ together with its 'an&-like rules (Table 2) . Proof. We can use the well-known standard technique. 0 Table 2 The inference rules for the 'ad-like connective (6 Corollary 2.7. Extended Linear Logic is a conservative extension of Linear Logic proper.
The inference rules of Intuitionistic Linear Logic are just the same as the inference rules for full Linear Logic with only the exception that the right-hand side of each sequent in the 'intuitionistic' rules is not allowed to contain more than one formula.
As is only natural, we can reveal the constructive nature of Horn fragments for Linear Logic: Proof. The standard Boolean evaluation shows that, in the absence of negations and negative literals and constants, no sequent of the form Z I-is derivable in Extended Linear Logic. Therefore, every Cut-free derivation of a generalized Horn sequent is at the same time a derivation in Intuitionistic Extended Linear Logic. 0
We collect all the inference rules of Extended Linear Logic that can be used for generalized Horn sequents in Table 3 .
The inference rules of Horn Linear Logic
Now we introduce a certain intermediate calculus HLL designed specifically for generalized Horn implications.
The inference rules of the Horn Linear Logic HLL are given in Table 4 . Our calculus HLL is complete with respect to generalized Horn sequents: Table 3 if and only tfit is derivable in calculus HLL.
Proof. We can use induction on derivations. 0
The symmetry of calculus HLL allows us to prove the following duality principle for Extended Linear Logic. Table 3 The inference rules of Intuitionistic Extended Linear Logic 
Definition 2.10. For any generalized Horn implication A, we define its inversion Ai"" as follows:
. By I+'" we denote the result of replacing each formula A in r by the formula Ai"". Proof. This principle follows from Theorem 2.9 by routine induction on derivations in HLL. 0
Horn programs
In this section we introduce the concept of the Horn programs.
Without loss of generality, we can confine ourselves to studying programs with the following peculiarities: (vl, u2) such that (1) vi is divergent, and (2) u2 is convergent. Now, we should explain how a Horn program P runs for a given input W. Definition 3.2. For a given Horn program P and any simple product W, a strong computation is defined by induction as follows: we assign a simple product OUTPUT(P, W, v) to each vertex v of P in such a way that6 
OUTPUT(P, W, u) = (Y@ V).
Otherwise OUTPUT(P, W, v) is declared to be undefined. These definitions fall within the paradigm of Linear Logic, ensuring that (a) the execution of a Horn program does not allow for its operators to share their inputs, (b) after the program has been executed, the memory that was occupied by temporary and auxiliary objects is free.
Strongness of computations yields the following inverse lemma, which reflects the duality principle of Corollary 2.11 on the computational level:
Lemma 3.4 (Inverse Lemma). Given a Horn program P, let us construct the inverse program Pi"" by the following operations:
(a) we reorient each edge of P in the opposite direction, (b) ifan edge (ul, v2) of P is labelled by a Horn implication (X--o Y), we label the edge (u2, ul) in Pin" by the Horn implication (Y-ox).
Then, for any simple products W and Z, P(W) = Z ifand only if Pi""(Z) = W.
Proof. We can use a routine induction, running from output vertices to input ones in the program P. 0
In order to circumvent the combinatorial troubles of combining Horn programs having different number of input/output vertices, we will use the following simple trick.
Lemma 3.5. Whatever integer k we take, for any Horn program P with m input vertices and n output vertices, we can construct an equivalent Horn program with km input vertices and kn output vertices.
Proof. The desired program can be obtained by copying P k times. Cl
Formula indications of Horn programs
According to what has been said, we can associate generalized Horn implications with certain program constructs.
For a formula A associated with an edge e in this way, we will say that A has been used at e. Definition 3.7. A Horn program P will be said to be a strong solution to a sequent of the form if there is a formula indicator u such that (i) For every edge e in P, the formula u(e) is either from r or from A.
(ii) Multiset I-has been used exactly once in P: Whatever path b leading from an input vertex to an output vertex we take, for every formula A from r there is one and exactly one edge e on this path b such that u(e) = A.
(iii) P(W) = Z.
Example 3.8 (continuing Example 1.1). Program P, (see Fig. 1 ) is a strong solution to our sequent
The corresponding formula indicator u can be defined by the table:
Edge e Formula u(e) (h VI) (f-0(9 0 h)) (h b) (f-0(9 0 h)) (4 9 03) (9 -O 4 (t'z, 04) (!wm)
Completeness of the computational interpretation
We can prove that all the generalized Horn fragments of Linear Logic are complete under our computational interpretation. Proof. Given a derivation in Extended Linear Logic, we begin with transforming it into the corresponding derivation in the intermediate calculus HLL, as allowed by Theorem 2.9.
After that, we assemble the desired program P by induction on this derivation in HLL.
Let us consider all cases related to the rules from Table 4 . Case of rule I. The elementary program from Fig. 2(a) , with its single vertex, will be a strong solution to any sequent of the form xl-x. It is clear that such a Horn program P' is a strong solution to the sequent Remaining cases. Given a Horn program PO that is a strong solution to a sequent representing the premise for one of the remaining rules, the same Horn program PO can be considered as a strong solution to the corresponding conclusion sequent. 0
Following the proof of Theorem 3.9, we can construct well-structured strong solutions. Definition 3.10. A Horn program P is said to be well-structured if it can be constructed from elementary Horn programs from Table 2 by performing a sequence of Copying, Composition, Strong Forking, and Strong Conjluence operations. In order to escape the difficulties involved in proving the inverse theorem in its fullest possible version, we will restrict ourselves to a weaker version which is amply sufficient for our present purposes. The fact is that we will actually deal with tree-like Horn programs. Definition 3.12. A connected Horn program P is tree-like in either of the following two cases:
(A) P has no convergent vertices, or (B) P has no divergent vertices.
It is easily seen that tree-like Horn programs are typical representatives of well-structured programs in general.
Theorem 3.13 (Completeness).
Let a tree-like Horn program P be a strong solution to a generalized Horn sequent of the form W,r,!AtZ.
Then this sequent is derivable in Extended Linear Logic.
Proof. Case 1. Suppose that P has no convergent vertices. By induction on the number of vertices in P, we derive our sequent in HLL. There are two subcases to be considered. Case 1.1. Let (u, w) be an edge such that v is not divergent.
Suppose this edge is labelled by a Horn implication A of the form (X-0 Y).
Let P, be the subgraph of P consisting of all the descendants of w (see Fig. 6 )' According to the definability conditions for the given computation, there exists a I, such that Taking into account that the multiset r has been used in P exactly once and A is borrowed either from r or from A, we can divide this multiset r into three parts:
' If there is a path from a vertex a to a vertex h, we say that a is an ancestor of b, and b is a descendant of a. 
so that (a) the multiset TO has been used exactly once on the path from the root to vertex u, (b) either Y is the singleton consisting of implication A itself, or YJ is empty (and A belongs to A).
(c) the multiset r' has been used exactly once in P,.
According to the inductive hypothesis, the sequent (Y@ l'),r',!At-Z is derivable in HLL.
Applying rules H, M, and Cut, we can conclude that (X @ t'), (X--o Y), r', ! A I-Z
is also derivable in HLL. So we see that, for non-empty Y, the desired sequent is the one that has just been proved derivable in HLL.
As for empty Y, we can apply rules L! and C! to our implication A, which results in (X @ V), Y, r', !A I-Z being derivable in HLL. Case 1.2. Suppose uO is a divergent vertex with two outgoing edges (v,, or) and (u,,, u2) labelled by Horn implications of the form (X -0 Y,) and (X--o Y,) respectively. Let PI be the subgraph of P consisting of all the descendants of vl, and P, be the subgraph of P consisting of all the descendants of u2 (see Fig. 7 ). According to the So for Case 1 we have constructed a derivation of our sequent in calculus HLL. According to Theorem 2.9, this sequent is also derivable in Linear Logic.
Case 2. Suppose that P has no divergent vertices. Following Lemma 3.1, we can construct the inverse program Pi"" such that
(1) Pin" has no convergent vertices.
(2) p i"v is a strong solution to the inverse sequent
Z, r inv, ! A inv t-W.
According to what has just been proved, the latter sequent is derivable in Linear Logic. By Corollary 2.11, our sequent
W,l-,!AkZ
is also derivable in Extended Linear Logic. 0
Petri nets and Linear Logic
Linear Logic provides us with a natural encoding of Petri net problems [3, 4, 7, 171 . We can demonstrate that the derivability problem for the !-Horn fragment of Linear Logic is exactly equivalent to the reachability problem for Petri nets.
Let us recall basic definitions from the theory of Petri nets [20, 51. Henceforth, we will use the natural one-to-one correspondence between finite multisets and simple tensor products (see Definition 2.2). We are interested in those peculiarities of dynamic behaviour of Petri nets which can be described in terms of transforming their initial markings into target ones. is a sequence of firing transitions which transforms M,, into M. Then we can construct a chain-like Horn program P as follows: We create a chain of n edges (u0, v,), (u1, vz) , . . . > (%-I, 0,) and label each ith edge (Vi_ 1, Vi) by the Horn implication Zi, respectively.
It is clear that
OUTPUT(P, M,, v,) = M,
and, hence, P is a strong solution to the sequent
MO, !FE M.
According to Theorem 3.13, this sequent is derivable in Linear Logic. Case 2. Suppose that
is derivable in Linear Logic. By Theorem 3.9, there exists a chain-like Horn program P that is a strong solution to this sequent. In particular,
P(M,) = M.
Such a program P can be reformulated as a sequence of firing transitions which transforms the initial marking M0 into the target marking M. q
Corollary 4.7. Conversely, any !-Horn sequent of the form can be associated with the corresponding Petri net (S, P) (where S is the set of all literals), together with the initial marking Wand the target marking Z. The given sequent W, !P t Z is derivable in Linear Logic if and only if the marking Z is reachable from the marking W.
Proof. See the previous corollary. 0
Corollary 4.8. The full !-Horn fragment of Linear Logic is decidable.
Proof. A slight modification of Corollary 4.7 demonstrates that, for !-Horn sequents, their derivability problem is directly equivalent to the reachability problem for Petri nets, which is known to be decidable [19] . q
Minsky machines and Linear Logic
From counter muchines to (!, @)-Horn sequents
An important fact we have discovered about the (!, @)-Horn fragment of Linear Logic is that its expressive power is actually of the highest possible order. Namely, we can encode standard many-counter machines [21] into this fragment. Below we give the required encoding in all its details.' A Minsky machine program is a finite list of labelled instructions. We assume that two-counter machines can use instructions of the following eight types:
(1) li: X:= X + 1; gOtO lj; where li, lj, and lk are labels, and i > 1.
An instantaneous description (conjiguration) is a triple
where 1 is a label, x and y are non-negative integers that are the values of the two counters, respectively.
For a given two-counter machine M, let lfJ,11,12,. . . ,4n
be a sequence that contains all the labels occurring in the program of M. In our encoding we will use only four literals: p, q, r, and s. By Li we denote the following simple product Li = (pi@ qm+*-').
Each instruction I from the list of instructions (l) - (8) is axiomatized by the corresponding generalized Horn implication FI:
F(2) = ((Lj 0 S)--O Li), F(3) = (Lj-O (Li 0 VI), F(4) = (Lj-o(Li 0 s)),
s For simplicity, we consider two-counter Minsky machines. For our machine M, we construct a multiset Ylu in the following way: For each instruction I from the program of M, formula F, is included in the multiset YM,
In addition, we introduce the following four Horn implications:
Lemma 5.1. For any integers n and k, let a sequent of the form
Lo,!~M,!Yo,!Y~,!Yy,,!Y3,~(L1 @r"@sk) be derivable in Extended Linear Logic. Then machine M can go from the conjiguration (II, n, k) to the halting configuration (lo, 0,O).
Proof. By Theorem 3.9, we can construct a tree-like Horn program P such that (a) P has no divergent vertices. Running from the end of this sequence of configurations to its beginning, we will construct a tree-like Horn program P, for each K, in the following way.
Assuming that K, is of the form Kn = (C, C, d), P, will be such that In particular, for the output vertex u, of P,,
OUTPUT(P,,L,,U,)E (Li 0 rc @I sd)
209
Let us consider the move from K, to K, + 1. There are eight cases to be considered.
Case of instruction (1). Suppose we apply an instruction I of the form By the inductive hypothesis, Now we extend the program P,+ 1 (that has already been constructed) to obtain the corresponding program P, in the following way.
l We create a new edge (II, + 1, u,) and label this new edge by the Horn implication
For this new output vertex u, we get:
OUTPUT (P,,L,,u,) 
~(LiO r"Osb).
Cases of instructions (2), (3), (4), (5), and (7) are handled in the same way.
Case of instruction (6).
Suppose we apply an instruction I of the form Then we extend the program P,+ 1 (that has already been constructed) to obtain the corresponding program P, in the following way.
l First, we create a new input vertex w,, a new edge (w,, w$'), and label this new edge by the Horn implication YO = (L-OL+l). Therefore, for vertex u,:
OUTPUT(P,, Lo, u,) z (Li 0 sb).
Taking into account that the corresponding @-Horn implication
is allowed to be used in P,, we can conclude that P, is a strong solution to To complete Lemma 5.3, we need only recall that, by Theorem 3.13, the latter sequent is derivable in Extended Linear Logic. 0 
Concluding remarks
We have obtained here a complete computational interpretation of several initial fragments of Linear Logic and, based on this interpretation, established exactly the complexity level of these fragments.
We have shown that the storage operator ! turns out to be an extremely powerful tool even in the simplest case, the Horn one:
(1) The storage operator ! (together with the multiplicatives) is already sufficient for describing dynamic behaviour of such complicated systems as Petri nets; (2) while combining the storage operator ! with the additives allows direct simulation of arbitrary computations of many-counter Minsky machines. 
